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Looking back...
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history of 
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Cities are no exception



Transport can 

transform 

urban 

economies
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But it’s not all good news



Congestion



Severance



Blight



Danger



Pollution



Deprivation



How do we deliver more ‘good’

and less ‘bad’?



10 actions we can take



1 Put outcomes at the

heart of design



We tend to get 

excited about 

large capital 

projects
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But 

people’s 

most 

pressing 

concerns 

can be 

very 

different



This can 

slow 

down, 

erode or 

stop 

projects



Starting 

from 

outcomes 

creates 

political 

support –

and can 

also deliver 

external 

funding



Barking Riverside housing development

Barking Riverside, London
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2 Embed progressive measures

within large capital programmes



London 

cycling 

experience 

shows the 

value in 

defining a 

large capital 

programme



Or leveraging 

other capital 

programmes



3 Develop a better evidence base

on the wider impact of transport



Increase in 
property values 
and business 
revenue due to 
investment in 
progressive 
measures

High Line Aerial Greenway Redevelopment Project,

New York City, NY
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Increase in 

property values 

and business 

revenue due to 

investment in 

progressive 

measures



4 Use – and create – burning platforms



Leveraging 

political 

pressure 

from other 

agendas



A charismatic 

and tenacious 

influencer



A 

mobilised

community



5 Include iconic interventions



Even one progressive 

intervention can 

change mindset in the 

city



This can include 

smaller interventions



It can reboot public 
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6 Design more ‘temporary’ infrastructure



Less 

controversial to 

put in 

‘temporary’ 

interventions
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Interim use of 

space reduces 

resentment of 

years of 

construction



7 Design flexible and adaptable infrastructure



Typically we 

have designed 

for permanence
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Flexibility across 

the day means 

we can do much 

more with what 

we have



Arup FlexKerbs

Proposal for NIC

Flexibility across 

the day means 

we can do much 

more with what 

we have



Enabling our 

users to be 

flexible also 

creates 

operational 

capacity



Rise in 

uncertainty 

about future 

technologies



Moving towards 

more ‘adaptable’ 

designs



8 Use big data to design for

what our users really want



What is a 

station for?



Station design 

based on Fruin

values 

established in 

the 1970s



Real data about 

individual 

behaviours

opens up new 

vistas



£1b of cycling 

investment…



… based on a pretty 

limited fact base



Even simple 

tools can 

improve on 

this



Mobility Mosaic

And with more sophisticated tools we can 

understand real origins and destinations, and 

mode choice (Mobility Mosaic)



9 Cities need to move into a more

proactive, strategic policy role



Privately 
operated

Licensed Franchised Publicly 
operated

Explosion of 

new 
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models 
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10 Co-create with the public



Traditional 

engagement 

approach 

tends to be 

ineffective
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Grassroots 

design



Creating 

stronger 

support, and 

better 

solutions, by 

designing 

jointly with 

the public



1  Put outcomes at the heart of design

2  Embed progressive measures within large capital programmes

3  Develop a better evidence base on the wider impact of transport

4  Use – and create – burning platforms

5  Include iconic interventions

6  Design more ‘temporary’ infrastructure

7  Design flexible and adaptable infrastructure

8   Use big data to design for what our users really want

9 Cities need to move into a more proactive, strategic policy role

10  Co-create with the public



Thank you

isabel.dedring@arup.com


